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''Tell the truth and don't be afraid:'

AfterNAFTA
Mexican Population by
Regions (%) 1990

It's make or
break time
Volleyball team, after beating
Tennessee Tech, to face tough
Southeast Missouri team.
Story on Page 12

Tuition by
credit hour
draws much
opposition
Students say flat tuition rate better
than proposed $94 per credit hour
By Joe Sanner
Student government edttor
Some Eastern .students surveyed

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
-eight people look on as Othon Banos, a sociology professor from Mexico. explains the Mexican popuby regions. The speaker was brought to Eastern for the Latino Heritage Celebration to help students
nd the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).

1994 trade agreement hasn't helped Mexico

ut of its economic crisis, visiting professor says
By Laura Irvine
Staff writer

1re Nonh American Free Trade Agreement is not
Mexico overcome its economic crisis and
Mexicans are migr.iting to the United States, a
profes.<;()f told an audience of 38 Wednesday.
'1'he impact of NAFrA on Mexico is so far
ignificant. Mexico is still trying to find its way
of economic crisis," said Othon Banos, proof sociology at the University of Yucatan in
·da, Mexico.
·

Banos discussed eight facts during his speech
tided "NAFfA and Mexico.. that he thought pertained to NAFfA including the strategy protection
against foreign trade. Before NAFfA. which was
establbhed in 1994, agriculture played an important role in the economy, Banos said.
He al so posted charts and bar graphs that
showed the northern border of Mexico has a high
interaction with the United States, even though
Mexico's population is highly centralized.

See tlAFTA Page 2

are strong!) opposed 10 paying for
tuition by the credit hour. but some
recognize the bcncfill> that could
come from changing the current
system.
A fonnal administration proposal that asks for tuiuon to be paid by
the hour and a 3 percent tuition
increase will be submitted by the
Student Senate Wednesday.
If the proposal is approved. students would pay $94 per credit hour
for every credit hour they take. For
15 credit hours. a student would pay
$1.410. Currently a studen1 pays
$91.25 per credit hour at the same
rate for 12 to 18 hours. With the current system a student would pay
$1,094 for 15 crewt hours.
The Student Senate rejected the
administration's previous proposal
to raise tuition 2.5 percent and
charge students by the hour for taking more than 16 credit hours.
Senate members said they rejected
the proposal because students did
not want the increase.
Students have shown they also
dislike the administration's new

,, _____

Since I'm a full-time
student and rm taking
15 hours, I'm against it. I
plan on taking more than
15 hours my whole time
here and it would benefit
me more if they kept it the
way it is now.
Jonathan McBrayer,
freshman accounting major

''

proposal.
"Since I'm a full-time student
and I'm taking 15 hours. I'm
against it," said Jonathan McBrayer,
a rrestunan accounting major. "I
plan on taking more than 15 hours
my whole time here and it would
benefit me more if they kept it the
way it is now."
Brandi Stone, a freshman elementary education major, said she
has considered taking classes elsewhere to avoid extra tuition costs.
See TUmOI Page 2

12.50 in fee increases·on ballot today
the $20,000 goal.
Senate member Melissa Girten
said they are looking into expanding the proposed route of the shuttle
bus to Mattoon because not enough
businesses in Charleston have
walkway.
Students can vote on a $2.50 shut- pledged money.
She said the route may be
tle bus fee, which will cover 70 lO 75
extended to include stops near the
percent of the cost of the service.
The Charleston Chamber of Mattoon Super Wal-Mart and Cross
Commerce and the Senate have County Mall.
The proposed route of the shutbeen pooling their effons since last
spring to raise $20,000 from local tle bus includes stops at:
businesses lO cover approximately • the comer of Fomth Street and
25 to 30 percent of the operating Roosevelt Avenue near Lawson Hall,
• Ninth Street iD front of Cannan
costs of the bus.
About $4,700 bas been collected Hall,
from a.lestoo t.iW>esses IOward • Sevenlb Street in front of Martin

-semester hikes would cover
e bus, student activity fee
will have a chance ro

two proposed fee increases
$12.50 today and Wednesa special election called
Body President Steve

will be from 8 a.m. to 5
Hall, the Student
C.COter and the Martin
Jr. University Union

Luther King, Jr. University Union,
• the comer of Seventh Street and
Lincoln Avenue near Old Main,
• the comer of Sixth Street and
Monroe Avenue on the Square,
• Wllb Walker's located on the corner of E Street and Lincoln Avenue,
• the Charleston Wal-Mart
• and Lincoln Hall on Grant Avenue.
The bus would run from 7:30
am. to 11 p.m. Monday through
Friday, stopping every half hour. On
weekends it will run from 11 am. to
11 p.m., stopping every hour.
The service, which could begin
as soon as Nov. I, will be available

See llU.l1' Page 2

On the ballot today and
Wednesday are two proposed
increases in student tees: $2.50
per semester br a shuttle txJs in
Chat1eston and a total d $10 per
semester added on to the student
activity fee. The polling places,

open from 8 am. to 5 p.m., are:
• Coleman Hall,

• the Student Recreation Center,
• and the Martii Luther K"rlg Jr.
lJIWersily Union W&lf.wft/.
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during Ille summer IBrm except dunng sd1ool
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year. The Daily Eastern News tS a member of
The Associated Press, which IS entitled to
exclusive use of all a.rticles appeanng
In this paper. The editorials on Page 4
represent the majonty opinion of the
edttorial boald; aH other opinion pieces
are signed. The Dally Eastern News editorial
and business offices are localed ln Buzzard
HaR. Eas1ern llf1110is Universrty.
l'l!riodical postage pald at Charleston, IL 61920.
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NAFTA
from Page I
Banos said that maquiladoras, or
manufacturing plants that make different types of commodities, are
very popular in Mexico. According
the the Ministry of Commerce,
there are about I million
maquiladoras employees today.
"Four years bas shown that
NAFTA is a long way from being
the great project that it was originally presented," be said.
Banos also discussed some of
the reasons why people from
Mexico migrate to the United
Slates.
"The north is more industrialized. More people have opportunities for jobs," Banos said. ''NAFfA
has helped the United States but not

Tuition
from Page 1
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"I'm thinking about talcing
classes al a junior college," she
said. 'That way I'll get the credits I
need at a cheaper price.
''Eastem's really going to lose
out on this because students are
going lo start taking classes at
junior colleges."
A recent transfer student also
opposes the latest proposal
'This is my first semester here
and that's ridiculous," said Lauren
Speacht. a sophomore English
major. "It's like they're trying to gee
us to stay here longer, but at the
same time it would help the faculty
since we are the lowest paying university in the Slate."
Lou Hencken, vice president for
~ affaits. 'Salli the ·new system
'Wottld be phaSed itl'Oil a-yearly basis.

Ballot
from Page I
to students and faculty, who may
ride for free with a university ID.
If students vote for the $2.50 per
semester fee, they will begin paying

Mexico, and the Mexican crisis is
worsening day by day."
Because wages in Mexico are so
low, people migrate to make higher
wages in order to support themselves and their families.
He also said 40 percent of the
cotal labor force is working in informal sectors, which have no structure or set wages. Some informal
seclor jobs include washing cars
and selling hand made goods. In
informal sectors, all members of the
family have to work, and children
are often taken out of ~hool in fifth
or sixth grade in order co take jobs
in informal sectors. Banos said "the
families organize· themselves in
order to swvive."
Mexican families are also moving to the United States to work in
their maquiladoras because there is
an opportunity to make more
money.

By foot: The Daily Eastern News
is located in the south end of
Buzzard Hall, which Is at Seventh
Street and Garfield Avenue next
to the Tarble Arts Center and
across the street from the Life
Science Building.

The Daily Eastern News
Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920
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"If the government remains with
this policy, the Mexican situation
could get worse," said Banos.
"NAFfA is not helping Mexico
overcome its crisis."

JJrother:> Gonna \X'ork Jl

Out

Aggravated

Obscene conduct
• Jeffrey G. Neal, 20, of 621
Jefferson Ave., was cited at
12: 18 a.m. Sarurday in the
block of Ninth Street for
chase/accepLance of alcohol
a minor and obscene c
for public urination, a po ·
report said.

We got wlngsl
Hot wings only 25(
(dine-In only)

EVERY TUESDAY!
served with ranch dresslns
(replarly bullet of 6 for $3.00)

KITCHEN IS OPENI
mond.ay - tbursd.ay 7pm-11 pm - frld.ay - uturd.ay Spm· 11

Employment Opportunities
available at:

Krupp Gerlach
Centralia Recreation Complex
Moline Dispatch
Household Retail SeNic
Nexus-Onarga Acadey
Sherwin Willi
ILEPA
Shaw lndustri

Goo Goo Dolls:

cudmp20pen.e1u.edu

Associate news editor Justin Kmitch

_____

ty fees would be concentrated on
University Board and the Division
of Sports and Recreation to be used
for performers, increased hours for
the recreation center and intramural
sports.
Results of the two-day election
will be announced only at Wednesday's Student Senate meeting.

$1.50 Bottles

By phone: (21 7) 581-2812
By mall:

•

Othon Banos,
professor of sociology
at the University of Yucatan
in Merida, Mexico

• Heidi Harseim, 20, of
Alpha Sigma Tau, reportedl
damage to her white 1994
Nissan Altima. a police
said.
She parked the car at 2
Sunday in the Delta Sigma
parking lot and at 2:45
friend noticed a mirror
Harseim's vehicle, a po·
report said. The passenger
mirror had been removed
the vehicle; the damage is
mated at $100, a police
said.
• Nissa M. lngbretson. I
1509 Second St,
an unknown person broke
rear window on the
side of her 1992 Che
Suburban between 5 p.m.
Sept. 11 and 11:30 a.m.
Sept 12 while her car
parked in the undergi"OUlll
parking lot at her ap
complex.. The window is
at $400, a police report

it next semester, Girten said.
Students also will vote on a $5
activity fee increase.
The Student Senate recommended a $5 increase at its Sept. 2
meeting, as well as an additional $5
increase for Fall 2000. Students
currently pay $21.50 for the fee.
The money from student activi-

Bacon Cheeseburger w/ fries $2.49
Bratwurst $1.49
~

P,olice

The north is more
industrialized. More
people have opportunities
for jobs. NAFTA has helped
the United States but not
Mexico, and the Mexican
.. .
.
cns1s is worserung
day by day.

English major, said she did not
want the new system. She said she
thought students should be charged
a flat rate.
"I disagree with it completely,"
she said. "I think we're paying
enough as it is. I don't think we
should pay for every credit hour
that we take."
Hencken said the change would
generate about $800,000 each year
to be used for adding extra classes,
purchasing more equipment and
renovating some of the classrooms.
One student said he agrees there
is a need for the administration's
new proposal.
"In a way I'd say they shouldn't
(charge per credit hour), but in a way
they should because it would bring
up the quality of the faculty a little
bit," said Todd J. McLain, a junior
• William J. Nadey, 19, J
R. Gentry, 20, both of 1639
accounting major. "Especially since
enrollment is at an unbelievable
Seventh St.. were cited al •
height,. I_ <!ell't.. tJiink .;cs. 18'>~ JQ + r\~awrAP1'3i S4eJii.
break~~,.:}.~•.;, ..'1 • • J .,,. J , •dinirbio{J.tleJIEll&U
repon said.

~PUSa rt: Y. 's
~....

_ _ _ __

Nex.t year, any student with less
than 30 credit hours would be
charged $94 for each credit hour
they take. Beginning in the fall of
2000, freshmen and sophomores
would pay by the new credit hour
system.
In the fall of 2001, freshmen,
sophomores and juniors would pay
per credit hour and in FaU 2002, all
students will pay $94 per credit hour.
Thad Faught, a freshman preengineering major, said he has concerns that he will not be able to stay
ahead of the new system.
"I don't think. that's a good
idea," he.said "I think it's fine the
way it is."
Sharon Lorenzen, a freshman
physical therapy major, said she
also would like the system to stay
the way it is.
"Why change it now?" she
asked. "People add and drop classes ~l't'much it wotJld lSe·confusirtg."
Susan Chinnock;·-a" freshman
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Dizzy Up the Girl

Kiss:

Psycho Circus ($14.88)
Monster Magnet: C-Loc:
Power Trip
Ya Hear Me
Mud Honey:
Fllpmode Squad:
Tomorrow
The Imperial
Hit Today
Jerry Seinfeld:
I'm Telling You For the
Sale Prices
Last Time ($14.88)
Last All Week!

Meet with recruiters from t hese companies &:.
100 more at:

Career Day/Job Fair
Wed . September 23
9:30 am - 2:30 pm
Lantz Gym
Complete employer &.. program available at
Services. SSB-Room 13 581 -2412
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restler attack case
begin on Oct. 13
o men accused of attacking
tern student outside of Mom's
trial of one of the men
of attacking a fonner Eastern
outside of a Charleston bar in
is set to begin Oct 13.
ur Dixon, 23, of Mattoon
llOl guilty to the charges of
battery. Aggravated bat15 a class mfelony and if Dixon
·
he could serve two to five
in jail.
· on and Fernando Gonz.alez,
107 Ninth Street, were~
of aggravated battery in
stemming from the arrack on
student Paul Lechtenberg.
· oo had been scheduled to bave
. hearing Monday but bis prewos canceled, said Brian
Dixon's anomey.
micrizakz who is scheduled to
in court at 9 am. on Nov. 25.
a guilty plea and was placed
years probation with usual
and cooditioos.
was also ordered to pay $500
and court fees, serve 100

hours of comrmmity service and 180
days in Coles County jail. a court
report said
After serving (i() days in jail
Gonz.alez was to be granted a work
release for the remaining 120 days,
pending ~. a court report said
Lechtenberg was one of five
Eastern students attacked outside

Mother's Bar, 506 Monroe Ave. All
five men were injured during the
attack when at least three men,
allegedly including Gonzalez and
Dixon, swwtg a tire iron at them soon
after the students left the bar.
Rob Serio. a senior physical education major; Jonathan Ryan; a junior
sociology major; Michael DeMarco
and Jason Olisteson, a freshman
physical education ihajor were a'fsO
attacked. Serio, Ryan and DeMarco
were treated and released from Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center following the incident
Lechtenberg was treated at
MarianJoy Hospital in Wheaton,
near his home. He returned to
Eastern this semester after six
months of rehabilitation.

Todd Musso I Staff photographer
Jackie Degenhame, a senior elementary education major, studies in the North Quad Monday afternoon. She enjoys the
warm, but comfortable weather and takes advantage of It before the rain.
1

didate focuses on negotiation and communications
candidate says administrators
d unions must work together
ByTammla Sloup

"I've realiz.ed how transferable
(communicatioo) skills are since I've
been atRanken (Technical College),"
he said.
Hammonds said he has been
involved in both win/win negotiations and win/lose negotiations but
believes the best negotiations meet
the needs of both parties.
"All parties should walk away
happy," he said.
Hammonds said there is not a
tmioo structure at Ranken but there is
an Academic Affairs Council, which
he created.
"It's like a faculty senate but goes
beyond representing faculty," he

Administration ecitor

said.
Some iSAICS ~ council deals
with involve compenwtUi. time off
and
oW:doads..
Education is very imp<Xtaat in
negotiations. he said. G8lbering dala,
both local and national, can benefit
both negotiating parties.
"A lot of the issues (the council
deals with) could be spelled out in
coUective bargaining," he said
Hammonds has taught labor relations and said he is very comfortable
in tenns of reading contracts and
understanding them.
'1t takes skill to read the language
and carry out the provisions," be said.
Hammond~ said he would be
more "comfortable" working at a
four-year college lhan a two-year
college.
"With my experience (at a two~college), I think l have a ~tcr

ems

m incmlina fresbmm," he
Hai•••··· said diSbD:e lemnipg

sense
said.

is iJ;npodant and Eastan should
beame mie involved with !hose
kinds of courses.
"An institution this size should be
a leader;' he said. "There are a lot of

students taking distance learning
courses but they are on campus."
Omiculum development also is
something to consider because faculty will have to construct all the curriculum, he said
"The issue is, should these faculty
be paid more than ttaditional faculty:• hesaid
Hammonds also recalled a problem at Ranken concerning lack of
space on campus. Class space was
very tight and there was a point when
every class space was filled he said.
The problems were eliminated

by reammging sd1tJd11ting, clUSfa'ing courses md Hrilizing Sklntge

spaces.
"'We bad to Jock-al what WC bad
md determine the best way to alJo..
cate,.. be said.
Open ~ intelViews will be
held for Jeffrey Cross, senior~
tant to the vice president at Ferris
State University, on Tuesday and for
Rochelle Kanter Kelz, dean of liberal arts and sciences at Mott
Community College, on Friday.
All open session interviews will
be from 11 am. to noon in the 1895
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Additional meeting times for students also have been scheduled.
Students can meet the candidates
from 3 to 3:30 p.m. on the candidates' scheduled interview dates in
Old Main, Room 109.

"'
Don't Miss•••

CAREER DAY/JOB FAIR
Wed. Sept. 23
9:30 am - 2:30 pm Lantz Gym

Nims Associates
Kathcon Development
Olde Discount Corp.
Edward Jones
Human Kinetics
Union Pacific Technologies
Horace Mann
Springfield School District
Sarah Bush Lincoln
Olive LLP
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Shuttle bus
fee to benefit

s

tudent fees are often increased in
nonvisual ways creating a higher
tuition bill and bigger complaints
from the student body. The shuttle
bus fee, however, will benefit the students
directly and will be a fee worth spending.
It is important to go out and vote on this
issue today and Wednesday in the Student
Recreation Center, Coleman Hall or the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
walkway no matter which box you decide to
check.
If the fee is denied, the question and possibility of funding a
shuttle
bus goes back
Vote for shuttle fee
to the drawing boards.
The shuttle-bus proposal
mal<es tinancial sense. Ttte •11 1>' ·This could mean nc
student body also will be
shuttle bus at all.
directly affected with
Pending approval
a visual result.
of the fees, the bus
could be up and running by Nov. 1 free of cost for Eastern students this semester.
A flat fee will create less cqngestion when
boarding the bus rather than students ~ounting
out their change and paying per ride.
Nightmare of the month: students leave the
bars early and a herd of intoxicated students
trample to the bus stop all while attempting tcJ
make change to board.
D
The fee not only makes financial sense but ,
is also more efficient - not to mention that if
students live off campus they may catch a lift
to class.
It also should not be an issue of people with
cars showing their opposition to the shuttle
bus and people without cars supporting it.
Surely there will be people who appreciate
the bus service when their cars break down on
the Square in the dead of winter.
Take advantage of Eastern's student voice
and cast your vote on the proposed shuttle-bus

T

he ne\\ proposed

~~~~~~!~~tsisa

blessed idea indeed
fonhe less fortunate°'• slutlll
say,carless.
Last year I resided in the
beloved residence of the majoriHeather Cygan
ty of Eastern freshmen, Carman
Hall. Thinking back, I can recall
Editorial page editor
countless nights of begging the
girl next door and my roommate
for a ride to Wal-Mart or the
grocery store.
This year I am fortunate enough to have the luxury of
transportation, but considering the condition of my vehicle,
the bus may end up as my only option, and I most certainly
hope that the shuttle bus is an option.
The proposed $2.50 fee per semester per student seems
cheap considering each student would get unlimited rides all
semester. This is actually one of the fees that Eastern tacks
onto student tuition that would be a direct visual benefit
It has been discussed that if the fee is agreed upon, the
shuttle bus may be here by Nov. l, right in time for bad
weather. How does that sound to all you out there on foot?
Wann and convenient is what that spells out to me.
Not only is the bus a good source of carless student
transportation, but it may help the Charleston economy as
well.
Business in the Square and around the Wal-Mart area can
only see positive results with the influx of student body
access. Business could start to boom.
And as many students complain there is nothing to do at
Eastern, maybe more business will be attracted to the area
provided 10,000 more people can acquire transportation to
their places of business.
The Charleston Chamber of Commerce has been
attempting to raise 20 to 40 percent. $20.000. of the revenue
to operate the shuttle bus from money of local Charleston
businesses. So far. they have only received about $4.700 in

donations.
The other 60 to 75 percai
"How does (the
would be funded by the $
shuttle bus) sound student fee increase.
The proposed route of the
to all you out there shuttle
bus will operate from
on foot? Warm
7:30 a.rn. to lJ p.m. Monday
through Friday stopping e
and convenient
half hour and from 11 a.m.
is what that spells p.m. on weekends stopping
out to me:'
every hour.
The shuttle bus is p1J'ODCmll•
stop at the following lloea11ion1i•
• the comer of Fourth Street and Roosevelt Avenue Dea'
Lawson Hall
• Ninth Street in front of Cannan Hall
• Seventh Street in front of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
• the comer of Seventh Street and Lincoln Avenue nes
Main.
• the comer of Sixth Street and Monroe Avenue on the
Charleston Square.
• Wtlb Walker's at the comer ofE Street and Lincoln
Avenue.
• Wal-Mart in Charleston.
• and Lincoln Hall on Grant Avenue.
A stop in Mattoon is also being looked into but
upon Mattoon business donations.
This is an obvious benefit to the student body and
not be overlooked. As for the jealous upperclassmen who
longer need this service as much, don't vote this fee
in spite of your own personal past carless turmoil.
The students complained and the university listened.
your ballots and get what you deserve.

• Heather Cygan is a freshman journalism major and a ·
ly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address Is
cuhlc2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

I)

• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

1Today's quote
In refusing benefits caution must be used lest
we seem to despise or to refuse them for fear
of having to repay them in kind.
Benedict Spinoza,
Dutch philosopher, 1632-1677

..

IF YOU PAYo ..

Dale Righter portrays
an unmoralistic side
I'm flabbergasted at the recent letter to the editor from Dale Righter's
supporters attacking Carloyn Brown
Hodge. They're upset because she
supports legislation that allows counties to set their own obscenity standards.
Dale Righter says he's someone
we can trust. but then he has his supporters write letters to the editor in
favor of keeping X-rated businesses
operating in our district.
Unbelievable!
Unfortunately, it's common for
people like Carolyn Brown Hodge,
who stands in favor of our home

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
town values, to be attacked for taking
such a courageous position. I sure
didn't expect Dale Righter to be the
person leading the charge against our
values.
But when you consider the fact
that Righter is having his campaign
bankrolled by political bosses like
Lee Daniels from the Chicago area,
who actually blocked this very legislation from passage when he was
speaker of the house, it actually starts
to make more sense.
When Righter sold out his values

to gain a powerful political
ment, be definitely lost my voie.

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News
letters to the editor addressing
state. national and international
They should be less than 250
and include the author's name,
phone number and address. S
should indicate their year in
and major. Faculty, adminis ·
staff should indicate their posi ·
department. Letters whose au
cannot be verified will not be
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_____ eer day offers students opportunities
antages in future profession
job placement to be gained
By Kevin Mulcahy
Staff writer
m will host 136 employers
y for it"' annual Fall
Day I Job Fair to give stuan opportunity to find out
about their profession and talk
anployers concerning intemjob positions.
fair will be held from 9:30
to 2:30 p.m. in Lantz.

ium.
fair will give student-; an
ity to meet with the
representing evel)· major

positions.
'The Job Fair is a great opportunity for initial contact with employer representatives. I encourage all
students to panicipate:· said Shirley
Stewart. director of career services
and associate vice president for student affairs.
Stewart also advises students
looking for a job to bring a copy of
their resume.
'This is a great time to meet with
the recruiters face to face, to communicate. and to express interest in
the interviewing process." she said.
"It is important that students anend.
because if it is put off, some of these
opportunities will not be available in
the spring."
There will be another Job Fair
Feb. 4, that will host different
employment recruiters. lliere will
also be a Teacher Placement Day for
all education majors on March 31.

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Rosalyn Gresens, the associate director of career services. speaks to a crowd of 60 people Monday evening in the
Kansas Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. She discussed the process of Career Day, answered ques·
lions, and gave some tips about what to expect from the representatives. She handed out a booklet of information about
most of the businesses that will be represented at the Career Day/Job Fair from 9:30 am to 2:30 pm Wednesday in Lantz
Gymnasium.

harleston entertainment on the Internet
By Mandy Swearingen
Staff writer
Charleston Tourism depart-

bas devised a plan to help
looking for something to do
es ton.
t six months ago, the
department launched their
web site featuring events in
eston area.
· g to Cindy Titus, exec-

utive director for Charleston City
Chamber of Commerce, the intent
of the web site is to promote
Charleston and the upcoming
activities and specific events
Charleston has to offer.
City Tourism funds have been
used to create, design and launch
the cite.
"We do not require a lot for
funding to create the site," Titus
said.

Kathryn Pommier, tourism
director for Charleston, designed
the basic layout of the web site,
Titus said.
Michael Kuo, professor of
English, refined and launched the
site on the Internet through
Microsoft Publisher. He also
updates the site to keep it current,
Titus said. Titus said the city
applied for a grant that would compensate Kuo for his services while

working on the web site.
Besides a listing of basic calendar of events within the Charleston
area, the site also includes links to
other web sites that may strike
interest including links to Fox
Ridge State Park, the Tarble Arts
Center and Eastem's theater productions.
The tourism department is planning on adding more links as the
site is updated. Eventually, lfitus
•

Never underestimate the
Importance of people.
rue my environment. from the most
simplistic to the most adnnced, and
you'll notice one common thread.
People. They're the key to success,
discovery, to the future itself.
At Hewitt, we've been putting people
first for decades. Of course, that's our
business. We're a gloNI consulting
firm specializing- in hWtWl resource
solutions. We've become.an industry
leader by creating a culture that
encourages teamwork, innovative
thinking and personal growth.

What does it m~ for you? ~gine
reaching your potential. You can do it
at Hewitt. Majors that have traditio~y
been successful in our organization:
Accounting, Actuarial Science.
Computer Science, Bconomics,
Fnunce, Math. MIS or S~tistics.

For more infonnation, including
upcoming campus events;vfslt our
website at www.hewitt.com or send
your resume to: Hewitt Associates UC,
00 HalfDa~ Road, Lincolnshire, IL
60069. Fax: 847-295-0679. E-mail:
careers 11 hewitt.com. As a strategy
for our continued succMS .md our
Tis10
r ontinuing to foster an
inclusn environment. we ~ek
indhidual who \Vill provide a
dhnse range of talent. pcrspecth-es,
experience, and backgrounds. Hewitt
11 .m equal opportunity employer.

Hewitt
lmpnmn1 BUli.oeu Raultl Throu1h People

I

said, the department hopes to
include a link to the Lincoln Log
Cabin home page.
"We'll have as many links as we
can," she said.
Two additional individual web
sites will be designed in the near
future. The sites will include the
Charleston Olamber of Commecce
and Charleston's own city site as well.
The site can be accessed at
www.charlestontourism.org.
I
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Work of women's rights advocate lives o

Senate to hear
presidential
search update

Lecturer tells of Mary Baker
Eddy's work to start church
By Bonnie Reed
Staff wnter

By Dan Ochwat
Staff writer

The Faculty Senate today will hear updates
on the presidential search and Eastern's lobbying efforts.
The meeting will be held at 2 p.m. in the
BOG Room in Booth Library.
The tin;t guest visiting with the senate will
be Tom Johnson. chair of the presidential
search committee and member of Eastern's
Board of Trustees.
BOT Chair Susan Gilpin stepped down a<;
chair of the presidential search committee
Wednesday at the BOT telephone conference
for health rea.c;ons and Johnson was appointed
as the the new chair.
Faculty Senate Chair James Tidwell said
Johnson volunteered to attend a meeting since
he will be on campus for the morning presidential search committee meeting.
Bonnie Irwin. vice chair of Faculty Senate,
said Johnson will have progress reports and
updates on the presidential search.
Jill Nilsen, acting vice president for external relations, also will visit the senate and discuss the progress in fund raising and lobbying
efforts in Springfield, Irwin said.
Irwin said Eastern has set up a legislature in
Springfield to look at and review the university's needs.
Nilsen also is coming to help appoint two
people for a ~h committee to find a new
director for a plan-giving program, Tidwell
said.
Tidwell said Morgan Olsen, vice president
for business affairs. sent him a note asking
him to appoint two people at Tuesday's meeting.
"We have two gues~ and what we will talk
about is very important, liQ other news just
won ·c be as imporcanc," Irwin said.
Tidwell said I.he Fall Forum discussion will
most likely be postponed until next week. and
any other business and committee report!i will
be postponed for later dates.

More than a century after best-selling
author Mary Baker Eddy participated in the
first fonnal women's rights meeting, her
beliefs are still being spread today.
Susan Cobb, an international lecturer on
Eddy, spoke to Eastern students and faculty
members about how f:.ddy began writing
from her own beliefs in a time when women
had no rights and lived in a society ruled by
men.
Eddy believed in the words of God and
later started a church called the Mother
Church, which included n space for two
leaders: a man and a woman, Cobb said.

Eddy taught the people of her congregation
physical healing and healing of sins. She
believed a person should have God in your
heart in.,ide and out"idc the church. Cobb
said.
Still teaching at the church, Eddy
decided to stan a newspaper called the
Christian Science Monitor. This newspaper originated when yellow journalism
was widely prevalent. However, <.he did
not want the people reading the paper to
walk away with the feeling of selflessness,
Cobb said.
Cobb said at the beginning of the
women's rights movement, women wanted
the right to vote, but did not want their political involvement to overrule their involvement with the church.
Women mainly wanted the right to vote
so they could vote against alcohol. They
made a vow that politics would not take

over the church. Cobb said.
In 1848, Mary Baker Eddy atte
Women's Rights Meeting with
Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony
shared beliefs .,.. ith Eddy.
"Stanton said ·What Mary Baker
ha.-; done. she has done alone Y.ith
Cobb said.
Eddy lived in a time before
medicine and miracle drugs. She
believe in doctors or hospitals she
in self-healing. Even now in modem
more people arc using alternative
of healing, she said.
Eddy's book, "Science and Health"
been printed in 17 languages
American Braille and every year the
sells more copies that it did the year
Cobb said.
Cobb's speech was sponsored by the
Church of Christ. Scientist of Chari

Hurricane rips through northeast Caribbean
,

SAN JUAN, Pueno Rico
(AP) - A menacing Hurricane
Georges cut a swath through I.he
northeast Caribbean on Monday.
packing winds as high as 130
mph and churning up 20.foot
seas. Thousands took shelter
from the stonn in Pueno Rico
and the U.S. Vugin Islands.
The hurricane toppled power
lines, mangled trees and blew
away roofs in St. Kitts, Antigua
and other islands earlier
Monday.
No injuries were reported by
late afternoon, but officials said
they feared for the worst if
Georges strikes any densely
populated areas.
"This hurricane has the characteristics of being the strongest
that we have confronted in
Puerto Rico in decade~."
warned Gov. Pedro Rossello.
"Our people have very difficult
days to come."
At 5 p.m. EDT. Georges'
center was estimated near 18.0

north latitude and 65.6 west longitude, 40 miles southeast of
San Juan, Puerto Rico, after
passing St Croix, one of the
U.S. Vugin Islands, where all
power was knocked out.
Maximum sustained winds
had increased to 115 mph by
5:30 p.m. EDT with gusts as
high as 130 mph, upgrading
Georges to a category 3 hurricane, the U.S. National
Hurricane Center said.
Moving west-northwest at
16 mph, the stonn packed hurricane-force winds up to 85 miles
from the eye, mostly to the
northeast.
The Hurricane Center
warned the stonn winds - while
diminished from a monstrous
150 mrh recorded Sunday remained "extremely dangerous," and director Jerry Jarrell
said there were indications
Georges .,.. ao; intensifying.
Advance teams from the U.S.
Federal
Emergency

Management Agency, I.he FBI
and the American Red Cross
arrived in the Vugin Islands and
Puerto Rico. Both territoriei
declared stales of emergency and
calJed up National Guard troops.
The first strong winds were
felt around 3 p.m. EDT in the
San Juan area, where almost
half of Puerto Rico's 3.8 million
people live.
Rossello banned liquor sales
and ordered more than 330 shelters opened. Banks and schools
closed, airlines canceled flights
to and from the U.S. mainland.
and ferry service was suspended. People were ordered off the
beaches.
More than 9.700 people left
their homes for shelters in San
Juan. Arecibo. Mayaguez and
other cities. With up to 15 inche.'
of rain expected in Puerto Rico· s
mountains. the thrca1 of mudslides drove many mountain residents to shelters in San Juan.
'The roof of my house is

made of wood and c
and I'd rather be here
goes flying," said
Mercado Romero.
In St Croix, raging
bent palm trees to one-tbinl
their height, shook parked
and destroyed part of the
walk. Gov. Roy Sc
speaking on WVWI-AM
said a 50-foot sailboat had
driven aground.
In St. Thomas, also part
the U.S. Vugin Islands, '
were at about 75 mph
increasing.
Georges• path would
take it to the island
Hispaniola, which is shared
the Dominican Republic
Haiti. Hurricane watches
went into effect for..,the
eastern Bahamas and the
and Caicos islands and
was concern as far away
Florida, where workers
shutters over the windows
Key West City Hall.
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MY DEGREE GOT ME TBE
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TBE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for
this job. I'm sure my college degree
and good grades kept me in the
running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management
experience I got through Army
ROTC that won them over. Army

ROTC taught me responsibility
discipline and leadership. Thoee
things you just can't learn
textbook. I don't know where rd
right now if I hadn't enrolled
Army ROTC, but I do know
thingforsure ... Iwouldn'tbe

a

ARMYIUm:

TD w••m1 cw•m mam mu cu nu
Stop by the~ ROTC Table
.at the Fall career Day
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America disgusted by videotape
airport in Norfolk, Va, She said lhe
president looked like "he was trying
to get om of it"
At one point, she walked away
from the TV screen in disgust.
"When the guy asked him was
his statement utterly true, and he
said 'It depends on what your definition of 'is' is", that wac; it." she said.
"I can't watch anymore."
Some viewers thought Clinton
held up well under the unrelenting
questions posed by prosecutors off-

Some said lhey were embarrassed for the president.. or weary of
yet more lurid detail, or disgusted
by the whole affair but woe to anyone who tried to change the channel.
"You can't not watch this," said
Andy King, 23. a-; he sat watching
President Clinton's grand jul)' testimony in a TV lounge at lhe
University of Nebraska at Omaha.
"lc's on the front page of every
newspaper. It's on every station. It is
historical."
And so Americans watched. and
passed judgmenL There were few
surprises in the footage of Clinton's
testimony about his affair with
Monica Lewinsky. But it wasn't
what Clinton said so much as how
he said it that many people noticed.
Attorney Bill Schwartz tuned in
while exercising at a health club in
Sacramento, Calif. The sound was
off. so the 52-year-old Schwartz
observed Clinton's demeanor with
an attorney's eye. He didn't like
what he saw.
"I think he blinks a lot,"
Schwartz said. "I think he's uncooperative, he's squirming. He's a
nightmare witness."
Galina Lyons, 45, a civil service
secretary, watched Clinton at the

Todd Musso I Staff photographer
· , a daily runner and senior environmental biology major, runs Monday
on the Panther Trail before the rain set in.

Clinton supponers conceded.
however, that it was not a good day
for the presidenL
"It's a joke," said Rafael
Cleveland as he shopped for a TV
set in Orlando. Ra., and had Lo face
more than 20 Clintons beaming out
from a bank of televisions. '"It can "t
get any worse."
Some people were 100 busy wilh
their Monday morning routines Lo
pay much attention. At a supermarket in Nashville. Tenn.. shoppers
rushed in and out for morning coffee with barely a glance toward lhe

screen.
"I can't make a final judgment
about whether he's lying, but he
looks good." said Mark Croston, 39,
a Baptist pastor from Suffolk, Va
"He seems calm, perhaps a little irritated because lhe guy keeps asking
him the same questions over and
over. His eyes are clear, focused."
Clinton was not as confrontational and angry as news reports
before the tape's airing made him
out to be, said Steve Boz.sa, a firstyear law student at. Cleveland State
University. Clinton even came off as
somewhat sympathetic, Bozsa said.
''I'm not a person who ever liked
the president, but now I feel sorry
for him," Bozsa said. "A nonnal
person would not have to go
through this."

TV screen.

In Clinton's boyhood hometown
of Hot Springs, Ark., the television
was turned up at Hester's restaurant
so customers could watch Clinton's
testimony while lhey ate breakfast.
But owner Charles Atkerson said
he would not watch a minute of it
himself. Calling himself a lifelong
Republican until now he said he's
angry with his party for releasing
the videotape.
'The American people are not
stupid any more. They know the
Republican Party is behind all of
this," Atkerson said. 'They've spent
$40 million of the taxpayers' money
just to satisfy themselves. The people don't care."

my report traces the experiences of black soldiers
mistake while training in Texas
when be sat down at the front of a

~GN, Ill. (AP) - They
figure blacks had the stuff for
t lines, so they put Eisa
Utley and his comrades into
building telephone lines as
'es advanced through Italy.
got shot at and bombed anystrafed by German planes
up'ori a 'r)8fe strldgmg wire

bus.
"It could have ended my life,"
the 79-year-old said.
Blacks were expected to sit at
the back of the bus in lhe World
War JI-era South, and signs at
movie theaters directed "Negroes,
Indians and Mexicans" to the balcony seats.
A buddy of Utley got beaten
with ax handles for using a whitesonly latrine.
This double war faced by black

it might not have been as
us as before his segregated
Air Forces unit left the
States.
Urbana native, Utley made a
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soldiers is one of the topics covered
in a new publication by an Army
lab in Champaign, released in conjunction with the 50th anniversary
of President Harry Truman's 1948
order to desegregate the U.S. military.
The 36 l -page report covers the
role of black soldiers and units frdm
pre-Revolutionary colonial conflicts to military desegregation in
the late 1940s and early 1950s, well
ahead of society in general.
Included are extensive sections
on the Revolutionary War, lhe Civil
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War, World War I and World War II.
But the publication also covers the
Indian wars of the American West
and the Mexican and SpanishAmerican wars, among other conflicts.
The repon is a product of the
U.S.
Army
CQnstruclion
Engineering Research Lats, or
CERL, which develops methods to
better build, operate and maintain
military installations.
The black history project fits the
Champaign lab's mission because
federal law requires military instal-
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lation managers to conduct historical surveys of the facilities.
The surveys can lead to the
preservation of some especially
notable structures. Others may be
preserved in photos to be archived
by Defense Department agencies
for future use, CERL spokeswoman
Danli F"uiney·Said.
Jim Zeidler,
the CERL
researcher who pm the black history report together with researchers
from the University of South
Carolina, called it a "theme and
context study."
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Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Sale

Personals

STAFF needed in small residential sites serving 4-6 resider·s with developmental disabi 11 es. Monday through
Friday evening and midnight
shifts or weekend shifts available Flexible scheduling also
ava1lc,ble. No experience necessa · 'I Paid training is provided
Applications may be
obtained at CCAR Industries,
825 18th Street, Charleston, IL
6192•1. E.O.E.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
Farl"' help. Flexible hours.
Start now. 345-2999.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
AB SOLUTE
SPRING
BREAK ... "TAKE 2• 2 FREE
TRIPS ON ONLY 15 SALES
and. Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
Ca· un, Bahamas, Florida,
Padrr! Lowest Prices! Free
Mer s, Parties, & Drinks.
.. L 1ted Offer··. 1-800-426-

Volunteers wanted for Teen
Reach Program. Desired individuals should have previous
experience with child and adolescent populations. Please
apply at 513 7th St. Charleston,

SPRING 1999: NO LEASE,
FREE FOOD, UTILITIES,
LAUNDRY.
FURNISHED
ROOM FOR NS FEMALE.
CALL FOR INTERVIEW. 3451284.

4 Cardinal Baseball Tickets for
Saturday Sept. 26. Call 3483325.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
MTX speakers $100. Home
Theater $150. turntable.stylus
$40. 348-1769/
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
Auto Bike as seen on T.V., 2
months old. Paid $280. Will
sell for $200 or best offer. Call
235-3597. Please no calls
before 10:00 a.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/28
Kitten, (F)/Torti/shots $35.00.
Must Seel! Call Jen 348-6756
--------~9/24

Brittany Kinser of Sigma Kappa
you represented us beautifully
last night. We are so proud of
youl Love, Kelly, April, Andrea,
Jenn, and Staci.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/22

7

7

1

IL

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Teen Reach is accepting applications for part-time employment. Individuals must have
previous working with children
and adolescents. Nights &
weekends required. Please
apply at 513 7th St. Charleston,
IL.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/29
Stix is hiring 4 waitresses.
Must be 21 . Also kitchen help
wanted immediately. Apply
within after 2 p.m. 345-7849.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25

Services Offered

0

wwv1.sunsplashtours.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/23
Ava.labJe
immediately!
Openings for PT dietary
staff/early shift 5:30 AM1 :30PM or afternoons 1:307:30PM. Apply in person at
738 18th St., Charleston, IL.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
The Arcola CILA has a 3:309:30 shift available, Thurs.Sun., and PT weekend hours.
Our CILA is the home of five
individuals with developmental
disabilities and sits in a beautiful residential neighborhood of
Arcola. Your job would be to
help our residents gain as
much independence in their
day to day lives as possible.
This is a great opportunity for
anyone interested in working in
the human services field.
Please apply at 106 E. South
St., Arcola, M-F 9am-11 am or
5pm-7pm.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 9124
Hope House in Arcola, a 16
bed ICFDD, has the following
shifts available: FT cook/hab
aide, M-F, 6-2. Must know how
to cool<. FSS cert. a plus, PT
weekend mid-8, PT evening
and weekend hours. Apply at
106 E. 2nd South St. M-F 9am11am, or 5pm-7pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/24
$1250 FUNDRAISER. Credit
Card fundraiser for student
organizations. you've seen
other groups doing it, now it's
your turn. One week is all it
takes. NO gimmicks. NO
tricks. NO obligation. Call for
information today. 1-800-9320528 x 65. www.ocmconcepts.com.
9/22

FREE
CASH
GRANTS!
College.
Scholarships.
Business. Medical Bills. Never
Repay. Toll Free 1-800-2189000 Ext. G-2262.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,....9,/24

For Rent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9122

Sublessors
Needed: female sublessor for
next 8 months. Nice furnished
2 bedroom apt, close to campus. Call 234-9810 or 3462282. Leave Message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30

Roommates

Personals

WANTED: Roommate. Own
Room. 2 Bdrm House. Great
Location and $250.00 month.
Call 348-6345. Leave a message!
--------~9/23

Hey Kappa Deltas- Only 12
more days until Barndance.
Get ready to swing from the
rafters! Love, your KO sis,
Jess

Lost &Found
.Lost: two multicultural text
books. Both are paperback
and yellow. Please call X2768
if found.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.9/22

SPRING SEMESTER. NEW 3
BEDROOM DUPLEX BEING
BUILT 1/2 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE JANUARY 1ST FOR 3 FEMALES.
820 LINCOLN ST. 348-n46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114

Found: A notebook in the auditorium of Buzzard Building,
room 1501. To claim, come to
the front desk of Student
Publications in BB 1802-

COMMERCIAL SPACE 1/2
block from campus.
820
Lincoln St. 348-n46.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _12114
Big 2 BIR upstairs apt. Water &
Trash Furnished. Off street
parking. 345-3554.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30

Travel

SPRING 1999: NO LEASE,
FREE FOOD, UTILITIES,
LAUNDRY.
FURNISHED
ROOM FOR NS FEMALE.
CALL FOR INTERVIEW. 345·
1284.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
3 Bedroom Apartment. 1125
4th Street. $600/month. Call
345-6621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
3 BR Apt. 1125 4th St. $600
per month. Call 345-6621.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12114
McArthur Manor Apartments. 2
Bedroom. Needed Female
Roommate. 345-2231.
-~- _ _ _ _ _12114

--------~9/23

Spring Break '99-Sell trips,
Earn cash, and go freelll
Student Travel Services is now
hiring campus reps. Lowest
rates to Jamaica, Mexica, and
Florida. 800-648-4847 or
www.ststravel.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
#1 now hiring motivated individuals to promote America's best
Spring Break vacations. Sell
trips, earn cash, go !reel 1800-234-7007. www.endlesssummertours. com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/5

For Sale
Concert posters Grateful
Dead $25. DOORS $20.
Hendrix $20. 348-1769.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/18
St. Louis. last game of the season, 4 left-field bleacher seats,
will take best offer. 348-6241 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23

Classified Ad Form
N~me:~~---'---'-~-'--"-"--...........-.::.....i.;:;=............~,
Address: _ _ _

Expiratoon code (office use only) - - - - - - - - ___
Cornpos1tor

no words/days _ _ _ _ _ _ Amount due:S _
Payment:

...J Casi!

Buster Torres and Matt Newton
fo Sigma Chi- We are so
psyched about participating in
all the Derby Days Events!
We'll make you proud coaches!
Love-The ladies of ASA.

----...,..-----9/22

Thatcher, McGoogan, Smith &
Beeson-You guys rockl I'm
glad that we had "buckets of
fun.• KO love, Cajka
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/22
Jean McKeown and Jen
Gallovitch of ASA- We know
you two will do a great job with
Homecoming!. We know you
two will do some fun stuff to get
us pumped for the weeks
events! Alpha love, Your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/22
Mark- Thanks for going swimming for me...I love you clearly.
Love, Stacey.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./22

IFC. Meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola R
the Union. Executive meeting at 5 p.m.
CIRCLE K. Informational meeting today at 7 p.m. in
225 in Coleman Hall. Anyone interested in find!
about Circle K please attend. All are welcome.
BGC. Stepshow meeting today at 7 p.m. in the Paris
in the Union.
MEN'S RUGBY. Game Saturday, September 26
afternoon against Western lllinois University at the
the Campus Pond.
BAPTIST COLLEGIATE MINISTRIES. Bible study
6 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room in the Union. All
come to attend. Please contact Doug at 348-6779 for
information.
PERSHING RIFLES. Meeting today at 5 p.m. in A
in Khlem Hall.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Knights of Col
meeting today at 7 p.m. at the Newman Chapel I
the comer of 9th and Lincoln Ave.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass today at 12:05
at the Newman Chapel located on the corner of
Lincoln Ave.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA. Informational meeting t
6 p.m. in the Rathskeller. Try to be there around 5:30
to help set up.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP. Bible study
at 7 p.m. in the Immanuel Lutheran Student Center.
study on Minor Prophets led by Patrick Sipes.
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE. Meeting today at 9
the Arcola/Tuscola Room in the Union. All committee
bers must attend.
REC CLUB. Meeting today at 8 p.m. in McAfee
Everyone welcome.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY. Meeting today at 2 p.m. in Room
in Coleman Hall.
COUNSELING CENTER. Life skills workshop W
September 23 at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
the Union. "Building Better Study Skills" presen
Debbie Barker, Academic Assistance. This wo
help you. with some new and effective ways to get
the fast track with study skill~.
. " n ' ,. " ;
POWER. Meeting today at 6 p.m. in the Mezzanine
(McDonald's side) in the Union. Finish plans for Love
Body Day and plan future projects.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE
ONLY for any non-profit, campus organizational event. No
or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All clips
be submitted to The Daily Eastern News office by noon
BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
NOON by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any
is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE
Clips may be edited for available space.

:rt "Yes, --!"
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Under Class1ficat1on of:
Person accepor>g ad

Tera Linn of ASA- Congrats
on making the E.l.U. dance
team. Your sisters are proud of
your1 Alpha love, Your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9122

CampusClips

17 Lighten (up)
Command to
•Queen before
1 Lady with a title
George I
Dobbin
I Mirth
nStock
a Jaunty
10Evil
secretarial ploy 70 Commotion
13 Carefree song
#2
?•Stink
.:.SY!lab~
.tU Bingo-Ilk~
12 t.:ett one's seat
t4 Transport for
game
Huck Finn
44 Pi follower
1 s A large part of
45Cockeyed
DOWN
Mongolia
,.. Sharp rebuff
1 Roman emperor
1•Stock
47 It lets off steam
inA.D.69
secretarial ploy 50 Many a Little
2 Birdhouse bird
#1 ~
League coach
11 Catcti ..:.;:_
a Magazine
51 Seamstress
(start to get)
publisher
Betsy
20 Decorative
Conde53 · - - kletne
window shape
Nachtmusik"
• •cats" poet
21 Artist Max
sa Village smith,
s Wasn't colorfast
22 It's baked In a
e.g.
•Actservile
square
11 Pantomimist
7 Turper, the 40's
M Strike callers
Jacques
Sweater Girl
21 Genteel affair
eoMeadows
10ffensive
I I Juices
MStock
smelts
31 Crones
secretarial ploy
t Beach time in
as Skylit rooms
#3
Bordeaux
10 Rhine city

ACROSS

The Daily Eastern News

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9122

ANNE LESNIESKI, THANKS
FOR BEING A GREAT PIKE
DREAM GIRLI LOVE, THE
MEN OF Pl KAPPA ALPHA.
------.,----9./22
Jen Lackney of Alpha Phi:
Congratulations on becoming
engaged. We're so excited for
you. Alpha Phi love, your sisters.
------,.--~9/22
Christina Ricci of ASA- You
looked beautiful last night at
Sigma Chi coronation! We are
so proud of youl ASA love,
Your
sisters
__
_ _ _ _ _ __.9/22

Brittany Kinser of
Kappa. You looked
at the Derby Day co
last night. Your sist
proud of you!

U Check

_

U Credit

Check ~umber

PhOne: _ __ __ _ _ Student

::.J Yes 0

No

Dates to r u n - - - -- - - - -- - - -Ad to read:

- - - uBasics
~~:..1 1t Many a New
Year's
resolution
1s • Wonderful"
composer
11 Pepsi, e.g
.:..&.~~~ 11 Business
solicitor. for
short
~;:;+;~2.3·Mommy
Kissing Santa
Claus"
21 Dramatist
Connelly
.;..;.,.~~~.;.i •Duties
u A Barrymore
.:..1..::.&.::.:.c::a.:~ •Gladiator's
locale

·s

{) cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 1O cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
consider6d libelous or In bad taste.
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Puzzle by Robett DlllnWI

52 Cortez's quest
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Sheriff" (1974
S4 Box - - (tree)
hit)
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32Leading
Gooden once
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pitched
intention
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34 Full, at last
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synthetic
rubber
manufacture
40Nettles
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41 Mortgage, e.g.
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orence Griffith Joyner dies Monday at 38
ON VIEJO. Calif. (AP) _
Griffith Joyner died
al age 38. just a decade
· g Olympic track with
glamour that have never
gold medalist at the
ics and still the fastest
eYer, "AoJo" was known as
bet skintight running suits,
• hair and her glittering
as her stunning times.
y was being conducted
· the cause of death.
d Al Joyner, himself a
e jump gold medalist,
·ties after finding her
·ve and not breathing"
y, according to the
County sheriff's departFoster, a three-time world
in the 110-mcter hurdles,

said he was told by her family that
Griffith Joyner died of a heart-related problem.
Primo Nebiolo. the bead of the
IAAF, track's international federation. said he knew Griffith Joyner
had "some serious heart problems in
recent months," although one of her
brothers, Weldon Pitts, said she had
shown no sign of illness recently.
Griffith Joyner bad suffered a
seizure two years ago on a flight
from California to St Louis, and
was hospitalized for one day.
Her family did not disclose
the ailment
Her muscular physique prompted talk of steroid use. but she insisted she never used perfonnance
enhancers and she never failed a
drug test
Griffith Joyner was remembered
for her stunning speed and fashion

flamboyance that took track to new
levels.
..What Florence brought to track
was a flash and a flair that we didn't
have. which wa" probably good for
the sport and got attention for us,"
said Olympic sprint champion
Evelyn Ashford. one of her main
rivals and her Olympic teammate in
1984 and '88.
"We were dazzled by her speed,
humbled by her talent, and captivated by her style," added President
Clinton. "'Though she rose to the
pinnacle of the wodd of sports, she
never forgot where she came from.
devoting time and resources to heltr
ing children - especially those growing up in our most devastated neighborhoods - make the most of their
own talents."
Along with her sister-in-law. six.time Olympic medalist and world

a, Cubs hope to break out of slump
AGO (AP) - Sammy
kicker overflows. There are
of congratulatory letters,
of a Chicago expressway
that features him swinging.
cereal box with Roberto
on the front.
guard follows him every• public relations man guides
interview to photo session
signing. People shout his
with every step he takes.
bs snap en~.!)' time he

he hopes to regroup against his
favorite pitching staff - the
Milwaukee Brewers.
The Cubs play two games in
Milwaukee before finishing with
three in Houston. Sosa bas hit 10 of
his homers against the Brewers this
sea~n. his most against any team.
Earlier this month, he connected
for Nos. 59-62 against Milwaukee in
a three-game series.
"I will go out there to Milwaukee
and Houston and forget about everything here and try to pla} a lot better.
is still smiling through all l think we will have our chances.''
lions. even if they are Sosa says.
his concentration.
After \\inning three of four
in an 0-for-17 slump. Not games in San Diego. the Cubs came
h~ homers dried up since-: , -home and wcrc-sweptin three games
. 63 in a grand .;Jam last by the Cincinnati Reds.
y in San Diego. he can't
The poor play spoiled a weekend
hits, either, and he's struck of celebration for Sosa's season.
limes during the skid.
capped by a Sunday ceremony feaCubs, meanwhile, have fall- turing his family and dignitaries
behind the Mets for the from Major League Baseball and his
playoff berth. At a time native Dominican Republic.
Cubs need Sosa the most,
Sosa admitted after going 0-for-5

heptathlon record-holder Jackie
Joyner-Kersee, Griffith Joyner
turned the 1988 Seoul Olympics
into a personal showcase.
Griffith Joyner still holds world
records in the 100- and 200-meter
dashes. She set the 100 mark of
10.49 seconds in the quarterfinals of
the 1988 Olympic trials at
Indianapolis, and since then. no one
has even broken 10.()(). At Seoul,
she won the gold
medal in a wind-aided 10.54.
She then smashed the world 200
record in the Olympic final, clocking 21.34. Marion Jones, with a
21.62 at the World Cup in South
Africa earlier this month, is the only
other woman to run the 200 in under
21.70.
She also won a gold medal in the
400 relay and just missed a fourth
gold medal when the U.S. team fin-

ished second in the l.600 rela).
which Griffith Joyner anchored.
At the 1988 trials, where she ran
the three fastc...t 100-meter times
ever by a woman and set the
American record in the 200. she also
made her mark with her apparel.
One eye-catching outfit was a
purple bodysuit with a turquoise
bikini brief over it, but with nothing
on her left leg, a design she referred
to as a "one-legger."
At the Olympics, she painted
three of her fingernails red, white
and blue, and she painted a fourth
gold to signify her goal.
At the 1987 World Cllampiooships in Rome, she caused a sensation by running the first two rounds
in a skintight suit similar to a speedskater's togs.
"She liked her fingernails and
preuy hair,.. said Ashford.

After win over Illini, LouisVille
focusing on Boston College

with l\\O strikeout' Sunday that he
might have been trying to impress.
"I am a human being," he said. "I
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) have to take what happened like a
Louisville's 35-9 win over Illinois
man...
has coach John L. Smith looking
Sosa enters Tuesday's game at
forward to the rest of the season.
County Stadium two homers behind
"The thing I'm excited about is
McGwire, who hit his 65th against
we are getting better each week,"
the Brewers on Sunday.
Smith said Monday at his weekly
"I am going to go over there and
meeting with reporters. "'That's
relax and make something happen,"
the positive thing I see. If we conSosa said.
tinue to do that, toward the end of
Chicago
manager
Jim
the year we're going to be OK.··
Riggleman maintainc.<I that the Cub.
Saturday's win broke a 10as a team are not so caught up in the
game losing streak for the
hype surrounding Sosa that it is
Cardinals that dated back to early
affecting their play, but agreed that
la-;t sea...on. Under Smith. who
the hoopla is wearing on his best
took over after Louisville tired
playeri
.., , Ron CQpper1 ithe Cardinals had
''One person has gotten so much
opened the 1998 campaign with
of this and handled it so well and at
losses to Kentucky and Utah.
some point it has to be a distraction
"Our kids needed something
.,..,;d
positive, they are J. ust starved for
fior Sammy." Riggieman ......
..I feel for him. I know it would
something positive," Smith said.
be tough for anybody to handle.
"From that standpoint, it was
He's been outstanding. But as a team
much, much needed and it was
I don't think it a distraction."

huge."
"God, it wa<> great to see (players) smile," he added. "I didn't
know some of them had smiles."
A key to the win, Smith said,
was the Cardinals' play in the
fourth quarter, when quarterback
Chris Redman directed a sevenminute. 17-play touchdown drive
that gave Louisville a 22-9 lead.
Smith said the drive, in which
Louisville mixed the run and pass
and burned a lot of clock time.
was a textbook example of what
he want-; to be able to do to opponents.
''Hopefu\}.Y WJ! PW &~ anead,.
and we can get up on some people
and when it comes time 10 win ii
in the fourth quarter run it." he
said. 'This was one game where
we did that. l like what we did
there, we just kept hammering
away and hammering away."

Classifiedadv~[!~U}g _ _ __
Personals
Jefford of AGO you
· I last night. You
al so proud. Love.

------:---:--9122
of Alpha Gamma
ngrats on getting
to Rob! I'm so happy
Love, Meghan.

Announcements

Doonesbury

ATTENTION ALL ATHLETES
SEE NEW TEAM T-SHIRTS AT
TOKENS. WE NOW HAVE EIU
SPORT JEWELRY INCLUDING
VOLLEYBALL.
SOCCER,
SOFTBALL, AND ALL OTHER
SPORTS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/6
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EVERY THURSDAY IS CLASS
RING DAY AT TOKENS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
Spring Break '99. Cancun.
Mazatlan. or Jamaica from
$399. Sell 15 and travel free.
Lowest prices guaranteed. Info
Call 800-446-8355. www.sunbreaks.com.

_ _ _ _ _9129

_ _ _ _ _9122

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Need Cash. We buy used
CD's, cassettes, and video
games. Sound Source Music.
258-8919.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12114
Deadline to submit applications
for Mock Trial is Sept. 25. For
info. call Jody at 348-1867 or
Dr. Leigh at 581-6220.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9122
8·11p.m. Saturday nights.
Common Grounds open mic. for
vocals,
acoustic,
poetry.
Common Grounds Mattoon.
_ _ _ _ _ ___
9~5

ATTENTION ALL GREEKS!
TOKENS ANNOUNCES A 10%
REDUCTION ON ALL INSTOCK MERCHANDISE FOR
THE DURATION OF FALL
SEMESTER. FOR THE BEST
SELECTION & BEST SERVICE
Al.WAYS SHOP AT TOKENSI

---------91'22

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Men's lacrosse splits weekend Men's rugby start
1-0 in the Union
By Matt Wilson
Sports editor

The Eastern men's lacrosse
club team went 1- l in their first
tournament of the year on
Saturday at the field across from
the Tarble Arts Center.
Eal.lt:m, whkh competed in it.s
only home meet, was able to
defeat Western Illinois 5-2 in its
opening game. but fell to
Marquette 6-0 in the final game of
the tournament.
Lacrosse player Rich Keaton
said he liked what he saw in both
the win and the loss.
"Our rookies did well in their
first games. and our veterans
showed some moves that I hadn't
seen them do before." he said.

Merda
from Page; 12
I-A teams possible such as
Northern Illinois - although that
game was scheduled in the early
'90s and there were no indications
that the team would have a 20garne losing streak leading up to
the game.
But it still worked out well;
Eastern has a win and $70,000
from the Huskies' athletic department
Two weeks ago Illinois played
host to the OVC's Middle
Tennessee, a game where Illinois
finally broke its losing streak with a
48-20 win. Middle Tennessee was
paid $250,000 to travel to
Ownpaign.
SdM+'ing such a game makes
pafect sense for Eastern, since it's

In the victory over Western.
Chris Sweeney scored three of the
five Panther goals. Keaton also
commended the play of Ryan
Bailey, who was an attack man for
all his. life, but moved to the
defense this season because they
had nobody returning on defense.
Keaton also said goalie Ed
Huether did an excellent job of
only giving up two goals against
Western.
Keaton said he hopes the win
over Western will propel the
Panther team to a successful year.
"Obviously we will not hang
with a good Division I school like
Illinois," be said. "Western has
usually been used as a measuring
tool because I think if you can beat
Western you can hang with any

club team in the Midwest."
Western made the defense really tired, which could contribute co
the fact the Panther defense gave
up six goals in the second game
against Marquette.
"Western i!; a good team and
they were more of a run and gun
team and liked to move the ball
quickly," Keaton said.
Because of the quick type of
offense Western had. Keaton said
the team needs to work more on
conditioning and mediocre drills
before its next game.
Unlike the Western team,
Marquette had more of a slowmotion type of offense.
"Marqueue controlled the ball
and passed the ball and moved the
ball well," Keaton said.

only a 45-minute drive.
$150,000 each. that translates to
Eastern would have a chance at $1.2 million over the course of the
winning the game. not to mention season. It would take approximatethe financial rewards it would reap, ly \ 8 years to raise that much
McDuffie and his staff could money with McDuffie's $6 fee
arrange it so Eastern plays some of increase.
its games against the Nortbem's,
Eight I-A opponents is out of the
Louisville's and Illinois - games question. but even scheduling one
with big payouts and a shot at vie- I-A opponent each year can elimitory.
nate the need for a fee increase. It is
The other half could be solely partly the football team's responsifor the money.
bility to raise the funds, since it
Kentucky shelled out $180,000 does eat up the largest chunk of the
for its game against Eastern athletic budget.
Kentucky; Murray State is receivWe have to ask ourselves what
ing $200,000 for this weekend's · takes priority - are they athletes or
contest at Brigham Young.
students first?
Keep in mind that when playing
Athletics are extremely impora I-A team, the games would have tant and a certain level of funding
to be oo the road; many Eastern must be maintained by the universtudents probably wouldn't even sity, but any added fee increases
noeice.
should go towards academics.
If the Panthers were to play
The problem is too many of the
eight of their l l games against l·A non-athlete students are being
opponents at an average of forced to takC oo the biggest hit

By Jarrett Wells

Reidy.
"So far, it seems our
strength is on defense'',
The Panther men's rugby team said.
continued their irnpres!:ive start on
"Our offense is still
Saturday when they traveled to many mental mistakes, so
Champaign to take on Illinois. need to put it together in
Eastern came away victorious by us to be playing the the Wl'f
the score of 34-14.
should be."
Junior winger Bryan Reidy
Eastern's next game will
s.aid the team played pretty well, home opener Saturday
but it's not playing up to its poten- Western Illinois.
tial yet, but Rod Riley had a par"We don't go into any
ticularly good game for Eastern.
expecting the team to lay
The game against the Illini was us", Reidy said
important because it was Eastern's
"We• ve beaten them the
first game of the Midwest Union couple of years, so we
season. The victory gives the good. hard fought game."
Panthers a 1-0 record in the
Game time is at 1 p.m.
Union. By getting off to a good
The team is still lookiiw
start, the Panthers will be in better anyone interested in p
shape record-wise when playoff Anyone wishing to join f«
time rolls around.
3Ke rA" something else to
After four matches, EaStem's pate in is welcome. The
record stands at 3-1. Although thing interested persons need
their record may not indicate it, is to come to the p
the Panthers still have a lot of Practices are from 4 p.m.
work to do in order to start playing p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday
up to their potential. according to Thursday.
Staff writer

Illinois
from Page 12
stronger as a team everyday and
our play is showing it I think we
will match up well against the U
of I, it is going to be an excellent
game."
Ballard s.aid the team and himself would like to invite all the
students and faculty to come out
and show their support for the

Panthers Wednesday.
"It is going to be a fast
game, and very phy •
Ballard said. "Both teallll
going to be very fired up for
game.
''This is going to tell us
the team is at as far as
ment," Ballard s.aid.
"We will match up well
is going to be exciting to see
well we c1o. ~ ~ II
excited about this match."

WHY PICK IT UP
WHEN YOU CAN
HAVE IT DELIVERED.

•• Well
Drinks

~t\i

~

Fe>rm-rly

kr-.e>wr-. eiis - r e > p p o r • s

P'l::z::z-

Building Better Study Skills
This worlcshop will help you with some new
and effective ways to get you on the fast
track with study skills.
Debbie Barker, Academic Assistance
Wednesday September 23, 1998 @7:00 p.m.
Charleston I Mattoon Room, MLK Union

Sponsored by the Counseling Center

.,",,____!' 'f~c e"e
open 9-1am

It's a rewarding and dynamic career - helping people and
businesses to look beyond the numbers and shape their
financial futures.
The CPA designation opens doors to diverse careers, prov
you the flexibility to do just about anything you want to dct
in the business world.
CHOOSE A CAREER THAT GIVES YOU A HIGHER DEGREE
Ul'PORTUNITY. BE A CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNT
r-uR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Eastem Illinois University School of Business
Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences
Dr. Frank Clark, Phone: 217-581-3023, E-Mail: cfflc@eiu.
www e1u.edu/-buslumtacc.htm
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o football players earn OVC honors
fl

Sports Network
I -AA College Poll
Team

Record Previous

Youngstown State
HcNeese State
Georgia Southern

Villanova
Hampton
Hofstra
William & Mary

I

3-0
3-0
2- I
3-0

2
3
4

3-0

Northwestern St.
Delaware

Hurray State"'
Montana
Eastern Kentucky

3-0

*

Appalachian State
Western Illinois
Southern Univ.
AoridaA &M
Northern Iowa

Connecticut
. Northern Arizona

Troy State
. Weber State
Howard
South Florida
Western Kentucky

3-0
3-0
2-1
3-0
2-1
2-1

2-0
2-1
2-1
2-1
1-2
2-0

2-1
2- I
3-0

2-1
3-0
1-2

Eutern llllnois• 2- I

5
7
8
10
9
12
11
16
14
17
18
19
6
21

I3
25
NR
23
NR
15

NR

• denotes OVC schools

Jerry Turner, and seniors Eddie
and Josh Harris. Turner is seemthe team with 13 tackl~ but
lhe defense with two sacks. He
leads the Tech squad with seven
fora Joss.
· has nine tackles with three
los." and Amell has eight tackles
&wo for a loss.
front we have a good core of
ptay<:ffl' Tait .CelNve
or Mike Smith said
igan said the only question
on the defensive side of the ball
number of attempts the young
ha' e gotten. Four of the
kcrs are underclassmen,

For their efforts in Saturday's 2410 win over Northern Illinois, two
Panthers ru'C perched atop the Ohio
Valley Conference honor board.
Senior safety Antwan Perry
earned Defensive Player of the Week
for helping spearllead a defense that
dumbfounded the Northern offen~.
Perry came up with lO tackles. forced
a fumble and broke up a pass in the
Pantht:r victory.
Sophomore quarterback Anthony
Buich took Newcomer of the Week
honors after going 15-of-24 for 122
yards and two touchdowns in his first
Eastern start Buich's scoring passes
came on lOS.'iCS of three and 40 yards.
"I think he performed pretty dam
well in his first start even though I
don't know what his competition was
like," Eastern head coach Bob Spoo
said
Quite a start:
With its 26-14 win ova Southeast
Missouri, Murray State vaults to the
top of the conference with a 3-0 overall record and 1-0 in the ovc and
also moved up two notches in the
Sports Netwock I-AA poll to No. 10.
Eastern moved back into the poll and

is No. 25.
Racer quarterback Justin Fuente
lead'> the league with
eight
touchdown
passc:; but is onJy Football
fourth in pass effi- notebook
ciency. Fuente has
spread the wealth so far. v.ith a different receiver being on the other end of
each touchdown pass.
Murray State continues the trend
of OVC teams playing 1-A opponents, this time it's Brigham Young
University on Saturday.
Good luck:
Four turnovers couldn't help
Middle Tennessee in its I0-7 loss to
Jacksonville State on Saturday. The
Blue Raiders possess an 11-2
turnover margin advantage, but a
struggling offense this seac;on has
given the team a 1-2 record.
Middle Tennessee is second worst
in the OVC for passing offense and
total offense - Tennessee-Martin is
last in both categories.
Despite going agaimt a No. 12
ranked Eastern Kentucky squad,
Middle Tennessee will be facing a

team that's No. 5 in the OVC in total
defense, something that surely lxxJes
well for quarterback Wes Count-; (I 04
yards passing against Jacksonville
Stale) and tailback Torin Kirtscy (34
yards rushing).
On the bottom:
Southeast Mi~souri and its 1-2
overall and 0-1 conference record
puts it at the bottom of the conference.
but that can change very quickly
when it plays Tennessee-Martin this
weekend
Martin (0-2) had the weekend off
and bas been outscored 85-14 in its
two games. not to mention being last
in virtually every offensive and defensive category.
And they j1N kept going:
In Eastern Kentucky's 27-16 win
over stare-rival Western Kenrucky•
EKU punter Stephen Brown helped
the Colonels win the battle over field
position.
Brown placed the ball inside the
20-yard line three times and also had
a 70-yard punt, a conference best so
far this season.

but Hennigan said they should be
ready since they already have two
games under their belts.
Smith also said the strength for
Golden Eagle team was defense.. but
he's also concerned about the linebacker situation.
"We have seven returning starters
from last year's squad so it should be
an area we are comfortable with,"
Smith said. "My biggest concern is
we have three linebackers that had no
college experience going into the season."
This will be the Golden Eagles
tftrSt uip.ioQarleswn.1iifbc past tWt>
yean. Eastern has had to travel to
Cookeville. The game between the
teams in 1996 was also close, but
more points were scored with the
Panther.. taking a 35-27 victory.
To keep from giving up 27 points,

Panther head coach Bob Spoo said
said his defense bas to be on its toes.
"We have to communicate well

Spoo said F.astem should be coocenttating on defense in every game,
not just this one.
'1t (defense) will always affect the
outcome of a game, our philosophy is
built on our defenses perfonnance,"
he said "lf we can't keep opponents
off the board.o;, then we won't win.
The bottom line is to keep opponents
off the boards."
In that los.s to the Division I-A
Blazers, the Tech dcfon.'iC gave up
341 yards of total offense.
Krieger said he could sec no reason why the Panther defense would-

out there and make sure every body
gets their assisgrunents right," he
said ''We can't give up big plays and
we have to get a lot of takeaways."
Hennigan said the key to scoring
that amount of points again this year
would be to get the ball in different
peoples hands. Tech did that when it
won iL'i opening game 52-0 against
Division 11 Kentucky We.-;ylan, but
couldn't in its 38-6 loss over UAB
lac;t Saturday.
• r•~We have ~fine ~tlblt
share time so we can give different
people experience," Hennigan said.
"We have to get the hall in seven.
eight or nine different receiver.; han<ls
10 generate offense, which wc were
unable 10 do last week."

1998
Wo11rnrt's
VOLL~YBALL

Standings

1o&:
~~

through Sept. 2 I

TEAM
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
Murray State
Southeast Missouri
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State

Conf. Overall

4-0
3-0
1-0
3-1
2-2

1-3
0-1
0-2
0-2

7-2
8-4

3-6
4-4
3-1
1-S
6-5

6-4
1-5
2-8

Tonight's games
Eastern llllnols at Southelat Missouri
Aust111 Peay at Murray State
Tennessee State at UT-Marttl
Alabama 111 MuJJlc Tcn11C$SCC

Now
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would be great, but we are not
going to panic if we Jose. 1f
vie are 4-1 it is not going to be
a disaster. We have a long way
to go. There are 18 matches in
the sea-;on and we are only on
five."
For Eastern to be successful, the Panthers must be able
to stop the offensive attack of
SEMO.
"The defense really has to
be up," Hollenkamp said.
"They have real hard hitters.
We have to pick up the blocking and the defense."
With the intensity of thb
match. bench play could be an
important factor also.
"This team is very capable
of winning. I don't think it is a
problem of being memally
ready for the game," Ralston
said. "The biggest thing is to

-compiled by Chad Merda

n..a thi-.\jdllikia~:..ia

tt~·~n11ino~oot1'4>)<1 We~~ttle

"One of the traits of our defense
is we play with a lot of intensity and
hean," he said. "We arc overachievers in many respects and I don't see
why we can't play like v.e did the
past three games:•

deeper than them in terms of
people we can use. One of the
best factors for us is if players
are having a down game, we
have other people that can
step in."

l't(ttmopir.

r---~------,r----------,r---------,

~unch

1 Late night
11
I One Large Pizza forl I

Large 1 topping

~·tra ~r~

11
I I

$799: :

: the price of a sma11::
I Pizza only availablel I

i~em~lzza
i1n~

I I

•I tfou~:

: Mo~Thurarnmnto1:~ij~m
I

:f~~1(Wntoi:~~m
u
+tax
L-----~~~:x_J L__________ J L_________ J ~1hmm11 ~

:•
I

after 9 p . m . : : .

I

'

II

+tax

: :

I I

I
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Only Good Mon-Wed
"TM
\nslde

Drink Specials
Pint Glass Night
$2. 75 for First One

$1.75 refills ... You Keep the Glass!
$1.25 12 oz. Drafts

Tuesday Lunch Special

346-7849

Rlbeye Sandwich w/ French Fries,
Side Salad ...... $5.95
Qloner Sp~
Chicken or beef stir fry,
side salad .•••• $5.95
Italian Chicken
Dinnor..••.$6.50
Open
w/2 sides & Side Salad

Sundays 11 am -11 pm

'-,

10% Off All Clothing

s

&

Sale ends Friday, Sept 26th

ALE

'

•

$150Kl LLIANS

75(:
DRAFTS

SPECIA LS

WITH DJ Mll<E •NO COVER
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Football action around the OVC.
Page 11
Men's rugby teams kick off season.
Page10
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The time is now
Conference road match against SEMO
can either (make or break' volleyball team
By Kyle Bauer
Staff writer

Deanna Mcintyre I Photo editor
Eastem's Missy Hollenkamp spikes the ball during the Lady Panthers'
match last Wednesday against DePaul. Hollenkamp and her teammates
travel to Southeast Missouri for a conference match tonight.

The Panther volleyball team
passed its first test of the young
season as it defeated Tennessee
Tech last weekend
Now a new challenge faces
the team - Southeast Missouri
State.
Eastern will travel to SEMO
tonight for an Ohio Valley
Conference match. Play is set to
begin at 7 p.m.
SEMO is off to a mediocre 44 start to its season, but boasts a
3-1 OVC record.
The lone blemish on SEMO's
conference record came at the
hands of Morehead State on the
opening weekend of conference
action.
Since then SEMO has won
three straight at home, beating
Eastern Kentucky, Middle
Tennessee and Tennessee Tech
all in three games.
.
"To go down there and beat
them at their place would be
great," Panther head coach Betty
Ralston said.
Last season Eastern went
down to SEMO only to lose jn
five games. IL was not until the
conference tournament that
Eastern finally beat SEMO.
This is a major test for the
Panthers in this young season.
"We are playing real good.
This is a big game ahead of us,"
senior outside hitter Missy
Hollenkamp said. "Tomorrow is
a game that is going to make or
break us. We really have to be
on."
The Panthers are looking to
extend their six-game winning
streak and prove lhat they
belong at the top, but a loss
would not mean the end of the
season.
"This is a very important
match," Ralston said.
"A win is really important. To
start out 5-0 in the conference
See NOW Page 11

Tech and too
defense up ne
By Matt Wilson

1998

Sports editor

It will be anything but an offensive explosion when Tennessee
Tech comes to Eastern for the first
conference football game of the
season at 1:30 p.m. Sarurday.
"In the past this has been one of
the most if not the most physical
games we'ye played so we have to
be at the top of our game," Eastern
defensive coordinator Bob Krieger
said. "We have to give our offense
the ball in good field position and
work on our turnover ratio and
force turnovers by our pursuit and
good hard tackling."
Last year in a defensive-dominated game, Eastern came out of
Cookeville with a narrow 10-7 victory.
With three major returners on
the defensive front and almost
every body returning in the secondary, Tech head coach Mike
Hennigan expects the same type of

Golden Eagle Footbal
Record: 1-1
Last game: ~ loss
to the University of
Alabama-Birmingham
- Tech beat Kentucky Wesle<jml
52-0 to open the season.
The Golden Eagles lead the
Valley Conference in pass
defense, total defense and
defense.
"Our defensive line wi
three returning players can put
sure on the quarterback with
quickness off the ball," H
said. "With their quickness
ball hopefully they can also
some minus yards running
ond and Jong and third and l
uations."
The three big
Hennigan was talking
See TECH Page 11

game.

Women's soccer
prepares for Illi
By Chad Verbais
Staff Writer

Big Teo women's soccer newcomer Illinois will travel from
Champaign Wednesday to take on
a fired up Panther squad with
gametime set for 4 p.m.
Eastern is coming off an emotional victory that saw six players
score seven goals in a 7-1 rout of
Tennessee-Martin.
Prior to that win the Panthers
bad been held scoreless in three
consecutive matches.
Panther head coach Steve
Ballard said his team is very excited about taking on Illinois.
"I know we can play like we did
Saturday all the time, even better,''
Ballard said. "But, playing against
lllinois is a completely different
ball game."
Different could be an under-

sratemenL Illinois' recruiting
this year was voted sixth best ·
Midwest by Soccer Buzz •
publication. They are brin ·
13 freshman to complement
returning letterwinoers.
This is only the second y
the Illinois women's soccer
gram. Last seru>on it finished
overall and L-8 in Big Ten
ence play. Eastern trav
Champaign last year and
on the Illini for a 7-1 win to
Illinois its first loss.
Illinois has rumed its
around this year opening up
5-0 record.
The lllini
outscored their opponents
those five matches.
"I really feel comfo
confident with our teain,"
said. "I think we are
See IWNOIS Page 10

Added fees? How about more I-A opponents instea

A

thletic Director Rich McDuffie
has said his department is not
asking for more than it needs but it needs more than it's asking

for.
The need being money.
It shouldn't surprise anybody. After all,
that's what politics are all about
Forget the athletic department is getting
$308,000 over the next 10 years from the
Pepsi contract
Or that last week the Student Senate recommended a $6 increase per student in athletic fees, which will most likely be
approved by the President's Council. That
translates to roughly $66,000 more each
year for Eastern athletics.
McDuffie said the increase is desperately
needed, mainly to get funding up to par for
the women's rugby team and to increase

transportation
and meal
funding for
road gamesappareotly $10
per meal is not
enough.
Maybe that's
Chad Menla
why Eastem's
offensive line Managing editor
this year is
smaller than year's past
He also said if the increase is approved,
the extra money may still not be enough in
the long run.
We all know what that means - yet
another increase next year.
Is it really fair?
It's obvious that not many students on
this campus care very strongly either way

about the athletic teams. Just look at the
attendance.
The majority of students are paying for
something they don't want or don't need.
That doesn't mean students should be
exempt from having to pay any athletic fees.
However, they should be required to help
pay for the athletic programs. within reason.
We should commend McDuffie for openly admitting more increases will be needed.
He pointed out the athletic department is not
asking for money without doing its part.
After the football games against Central
Florida and Northern Illinois, McDuffie and
his group have an extra $220,000 to toss
around - but much of that is going towards
renovations at O'Brien Stadium.
Next year Eastern will get another
$150,000 guarantee when it plays Central
Florida for the second season in a row. It

would take the athletic department
than two years to raise that much cash
the $6 fee increase.
So there it is.
McDuffie's money woes are sol
this time it doesn't involve elimina ·
scholarships or cutting funding in any
sports.
It's going to take some help from
football team. though.
AU it has to do is drop out of the
Valley Conference and enter as a )pendent Then the Panthers can sc
games against whoever they please, ·
ing multiple "money games" such as
recent contests against Central A ·
Northern.
The plan is simple - schedule the

See llERDA Page 10

